Increased stress levels may explain the incomplete transfer of simulator-acquired skill to the operating room.
Proficiency-based simulator training in laparoscopic suturing leads to improved operative performance, but the skill transfer is incomplete. The objective of this study was to examine the stress level of trainees during the transition from the simulator to the operating room (OR) and its impact on performance. Novices (n = 20) were randomized into training and control groups. After the training group achieved proficiency in laparoscopic suturing, both groups were tested on a live porcine, laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication model. Participant performance was assessed using an objective score. Stress level was evaluated by recording beat-to-beat heart rate (BBHR) and short-term heart rate variability (STHRV) at baseline, after achieving proficiency (only the training group) and in the OR. Repeated measurement analysis of variance (ANOVA) and t test were used for analysis. Baseline simulator performance and data for heart rate variability were similar for both groups. After achieving simulator proficiency, the trained group demonstrated the anticipated decrease in performance (mean average + or - SEM) in the OR (524 + or - 17 vs 290 + or - 95; P < .001), and an increase in BBHR (98 + or - 14 vs115 + or - 18; P < .001) but not STHRV (4.1 + or - 0.8 vs 3.7 + or - 0.9; P = .5). A similar but lesser increase of the BBHR was observed in the control group compared to the study group. BBHR was a more sensitive measure of stress level compared with STHRV. The increased BBHR observed in the OR that reflects stress and performance anxiety may explain the incomplete transfer of simulator-acquired skill in novice learners.